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 Celebrate for Robert Chang's birthday. From left: Sesin
Jong Chen Dongsheng and Robert Chang
 The scene of auction
 H. C. Sim(middle), Yang Yanwen(right) on the preview
 The scene of preview
 A PAIR OF VERY RARE BLUE AND COPPER-RED
VASES mark and period of Kangxi Price: RMB 1,276,000
 AN EXTREMELY RARE AND FINE BLUE AND WHITE
'DRAGON' BOTTLE VASE, TIANQIUPING seal mark and
period of Qianlong Estimate: RMB 4,000,000-5,000,000
A PLUM BLOSSOM YIXING TEAPOT AND COVER mark
and period of Guangxu Price: RMB 77,000
A RARE AND FINE FAMILLE-ROSE VASE,BENBAPING
seal mark and period of Qianlong Price: RMB 561,000
A RARE AND FINE BLUE AND WHITE BRUSH POT Qing
Dynasty, Kangxi Price: RMB 99,000
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Long and Short Scriptures, Recorded Enlightenment of HeavilySculptured Scripts, Huichang First
Grade Collection of Poets, Collection of Works in the Year Ding
and Mao, Poets by Su Dongpo with
Shi Gu's Notes, and the Collection
by Layman Buddhist Song Shan
were all the only copy extant at
home and abroad. Experts at
home consider these nationalgem-level cultural relics to be the



last batch of ancient Chinese rarebook collections extant overseas.
They are the most important and
the best-preserved collections



known to the contemporaries
since the Qing Dynasty.
For more than three years since
its contact with Mr. Wan-go Weng
in April 1997, China Guardian devoted tireless efforts to the return of the Weng' s Collection of

Rare Books . Wang Yannan flew
several times to the United States
for repeated consultations. By



September 24, 1999, Wan-go
Weng had eventually decided to
entrust China Guardian to auction or transfer the Weng's Col-

lection of Rare Books . Everyone
was extremely excited and exhilarated at the news. On February
20, 2000 Ren Jiyu, Zhang Dainian,
Ji Xianlin, Zhou Yiliang, Qi Gong,
Wang Shixiang, Zhu Jiajin, Xu Bai,
Jin Chongji, Xie Chensheng, Ji


Shuying, Fu Xinian and other
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famous experts and scholars addressed an appeal to the competent government authorities
sincerely calling for their attention to the return of the Weng's Collection of Rare Books .
Vice Premier Li Lanqing, and the leadership of
the Ministry of Culture and State Cultural Relics Bureau made an important special directive
on the return of the Weng's Collection of Rare

Books.
With the strenuous efforts of all parties
concerned, Shanghai Municipal People's Government grabbed the chance first and invested



US$ 4.5 million in buying the whole set of the
collection and housed it in the Shanghai
Library. On March 24, 2000, China Guardian
reached an agreement with Shanghai Library
and signed officially with it a transfer contract.
On April 28, Shanghai Municipal Cultural Relics Management Commission, Shanghai Library
and China Guardian Auctions Co., Ltd. held a
high profile joint ceremony of the transfer
and storage of Changshu Weng's Collection of



Rare Books at the Shanghai Library. Relevant
leaders including Gong Xueping, Jin Binhua,
Yin Yicui and Wang Yuanhua etc. in Shanghai
city, as well as nearly 200 representatives from
various circles attended the ceremony. Entrusted by Xu Wenbo, Vice Minister of Culture,
Chen Qilin, chief of Social Culture Library Department of the Ministry of Culture, as well as
Zhang Deqin and Ma Zishu, the then chief and
deputy chief of State Cultural Relics Bureau
made a special trip to Shanghai to extend warm
congratulations and expressed admiration for
the farsightedness and magnitude shown by
Shanghai in protecting important cultural
relics. They also expressed thanks and extended encouragement to China Guardian for



its efforts. Thanks to its important contributions in the course of recovering the Weng's

Collection of Rare Books, China Guardian won
the glorious Letter of Commendation from
Shanghai Municipal Cultural Relics Management Commission. On May 1, the same year,
People's Daily published a long article entitled
"An Anticipation for Half a Century" with postscript remarks from the editor entitled "A
Thrilling Occasion in a Prosperous Era." The
article and comment highly appraised that
"the return of Weng's Collection to the homeland has given us the chance to see a cultural


prosperity and hopeful future".
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 Ho Hao Tong and Chen Dongsheng
 Robin Woodhead, Henry Howard-Sneyd of Sotheby's and
Wang Yannan
 Robert Chang and Chen Peiqiu
 Zhu Chen AUTUMN SONGS Price: RMB 242,000
 Chen Peiqiu MANDARIN DUCKS Price: RMB 126,500
 Huang Zhou MISSING CHAIRMAN MAO ALL DAY AND
ALL NIGHT Price: RMB 374,000
A VERY RARE AND FINE BLUE AND WHITE STEM BOWL
mark and period of Chenghua Price: RMB 748,000
 A VERY RARE AND FINE RUBY-BACK SMALL BOWL
mark and period of Yongzheng Price: RMB 517,000

If we put the event in the context of several
years back, nobody would have imagined that
the national treasure-level Emperor Song
Huizong's Rare Birds Painted from Life could be
recovered from overseas and mounted on the
China Guardian platform of auction. Short and
gloomy as the political career of Song Huizong
was as an emperor, but as an artist, he was the
greatest talent out of all the 346 emperors
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throughout the two-millennium Chinese feudal
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history. The slim golden style he created was
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came a mold of imitation through ages. He was

!

good at painting mountains and rivers as well
as human figures. His talent and success in paint-
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unique in the history of calligraphy and be-
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ing flowers and birds were recognized
worldwide. Very few of his painting works re-
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main extant today. Rare Birds Painted from Life
was the model of all such thematic paintings.
The masterpiece has been handed down in a
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proper way from over 1000 years ago. Modern
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fine art historians and connoisseurs have made
many annotations and comments on it. Returning from overseas after a refugee storage abroad,
the national treasure aroused the strongest concern from domestic experts and scholars. Upon
seeing the original work for themselves, they
rapped the desk for joy and exclaimed bravo!
Emperor Song Huizong's works, Rare Birds

Painted from Life was auctioned for the first
time on the globe. According to the state
regulations, all bidders from home and abroad
were allowed to bid for the works. And with its
background of return from overseas, news about
ins and outs of auction of Rare Birds Painted

from Life was a highlight and a global concern
indeed. The CCTV broke its record in making a
relay telecast live of the China Guardian auction scene for 70 minutes. The official Xinhua
News Agency recorded the unforgettable moment as follows:



BEIJING, April 23 (reporters Zhang Duo and
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Li Jinghua): China's national treasure-level cul
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tural relic --- Emperor Song Huizong's Rare Birds

Painted from Life back from overseas was auc-
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tioned off at 25.30 million yuan at China Guardian
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Spring Auctions today. The price set the highest
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Xu Bangda interview for RARE BIRDS PAINTED FROM LIFE
The scene of preview
Yang Renkai(left) appreciate RARE BIRDS PAINTED FROM LIFE
The scene of preview
Zhong Yinlan(first from right) and Xu Yongxiang(first from
left) appreciate RARE BIRDS PAINTED FROM LIFE
The end of preview
CCTV live broadcast the scene of auction
The scene of auction
The scene of auction
The Emperor Huizong (Zhao Ji)RARE BIRDS PAINTED FROM
LIFE Price: RMB 25,300,000
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record for Chinese calligraphy and painting
works on the global auction markets.
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As the most important work at the current
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auction, the Rare Birds attracted many buyers
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and news media to the scene. When the auction-
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eer offered the bottom price of 7.8 million yuan,



buyers from all directions began vying with each
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other in bidding and the competitive prices kept
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soaring. Finally, the auctioneer banged the gavel
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at the price of 23 million yuan, bringing down
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the whole house with thunderous applause. Plus
the commission fees receivable from the buyer,
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lion yuan.
ian Auctions Co., Ltd., said, that this was the
highest price recorded in global auction markets of Chinese calligraphy and paintings, dou-
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bling the highest price recorded by China Guard-
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Wang Yannan, President of the China Guard-
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the transaction price was practically 25.3 mil-
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In his interview with reporters, Kou Qin, Vice
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President of China Guardian, said that the transac-
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tion of Rare Birds Painted from Life at such a high
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price indicated that Chinese artistic works are
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being widely recognized. The prices are getting
closer and closer to their values. He believed
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that there would be more and more cultural
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That was an exciting historic moment. It was in
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Beijing, China that the China Guardian commu-
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nity created the world record auction price of
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Chinese calligraphy and painting works, turn-
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the pride of China Guardian and above all, the
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pride of Chinese culture!
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EXCAVATING FOLK TREASURE HERITAGE
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!"#

There have been treasures hidden among the

!"

folk people since ancient times. China Guardian

!"# ORPM 

in its auction career has excavated a good num-
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ber of national treasure-level collected articles.
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ing a dream of many years into reality. This was
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the standardization and enlargement of the domestic collection markets.
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relic entries into China's auctions along with
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The praiseworthy deeds should go down into
history.
---- In 1995, China Guardian Autumn Auctions collected a very precious work --

!


 

Gaohuyuke Bamboo and Stone by Shitao. The
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40cm high and 517cm long scroll was from a
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well-known domestic collector. Starting with four
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big Chinese characters of "Gaohuyuke" in an-
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cient official script, the inkwash painting pre-
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sented a picture of green bamboo that is artisti-
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cally spaced with just the right shade of colour.
The whole scroll was full of power and grandeur.
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 The scene of preview
 The scene of preview
 Gao Yuan calls on Ding Shaoguang
 Chen Danqing (right) on the preview
From left: Chen Yifei, Gao Yuan, Ai Xuan, Chen Dongsheng,
Wu Erlu and Wang Yannan
 The scene of auction
 The scene of preview
 Shitao BAMBOO AND ROCK Price: RMB 4,730,000
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The Palace Museum was finally able to get this

!

"Choice Piece of Dadizi" at 4.7 million yuan for

!

!"#$%

its own collection and it was included in the
Palace Museum Great Exhibition of Choice Pieces

!

of Cultural Relics Collected in 50 Years.
---- In the fall of 2000, the scroll of Fish Eating,
printed over one millennium ago, appeared at a



China guardian auction session to the surprise

!"#

of all. The scroll of Fish Eating by Grass Saint
Huai Su was one of the four pieces by Huai Su

 !" !" !"#$

extant set in the Collected Works of China Fine
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It was a rare work indeed. Huai Su wrote the
letter in Changsha and sent it to a friend in
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Chang'an (now Xi'an). The letter was short, com-
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posed only of 50 odd characters. The calligra-
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and Taipei Imperial Palace Museum respectively.
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Shanghai Museum, Liaoning Provincial Museum,
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Arts. The other three pieces were stored in



phy was elegant and smooth, free but not run-

!

ning wild.
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The brush ink was excellent and moving, and
was applied flexibly. The brush was properly

!"
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handled in weight. Preserved successively by

!"#

great masters of the Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing
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 From left in front row: Zhong Yinlan, Fu Xinian and Zhang
Jincai appreciate FISH EATING
 Zhang Zhigang (deputy director of State Economy and Trade
Committee, first from left), Ma Kai(deputy chief secretary of
the State Council, second from left), Chen Dongzheng(vice
president of China Bond Supervision Committee, third from
left), Xi Guanjie(first from right), Liu Jiang(deputy director of
State Project Committee, second from right) and Shao Bingren
(deputy director of State System Reform Committee, fourth
from right) appreciate FISH EATING
 Xu Bangda (right) and Xu Liping on the auction
 Huai Su FISH EATING Estimate:consult China Guardian
A VERY RARE AND FINELY CARVED TIANHUANG STONE
SEAL morden times Price: RMB 187,000
 A CARVED TIANHUANG STONE SEAL Middle Qing
Dynasty Price: RMB 352,000
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dynasties, the masterpiece entered into the
hands of a Mr. Ding in Shandong Province during the Republic of China period. After the home
searches during the Cultural Revolution, the
work was covered with dust in a certain museum in China. Fortunately, Identifier Xu Bangda
with his discerning eyes discovered the precious work in good time. He wrote an article of
verification and published it in a pamphlet. The



scroll of Fish Eating has gone through four dynasties for over a millennium. The ink and color
remain intact. The printed seal is clear and the
postscripts are real to the touch. The work is
worthy to be called a national treasure, and
highly valuable indeed.
Listed for oriented auction at the state
owned museums, libraries, enterprises and
undertakings, the scroll of Fish Eating attracted



worldwide attention. The auction scene was
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almost explosive. But regrettably, the auction
went amiss without reaching the reserve price
when the offer began from 8.8 million yuan
until it hit 10 million yuan. The deplorable auction result triggered deep social reactions. Administrative managers and cultural relic experts
all began researches and reflections. It was imperative to make sound and perfect the government purchase and collection system for na

tional treasure-level cultural relics. It is imperative to display the enthusiasm of private run
economy in participating in important cultural
relic protection.
Confronted with the new changes of state
economic structure in the new period, the newly
revised Law of Cultural Relic Protection 2003
eventually set a new regulation that the state
shall enjoy priorities in purchasing important
cultural relics at auctions. The new regulation



would avoid the embarrassing situation that may
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 Celebration of Guardian Fifth Anniversary
 Song Gaozong CALLIGRAPHY IN REGULAR & CURSIVE
SCRIPT Price: RMB 9,900,000
Zhu xi and Zhang Shi FOUR LETTERS OF CHUN YU, JIA XUE,
XIN QI AND SANG ZI Estimate: RMB 5,000,000-8,000,000
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possibly appear under the original regulation
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of directional auction: While the state owned
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institutions are unable to participate, the pri-
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vate-run enterprises have no right to lend a
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helping hand. There is no denying that China
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Guardian has made a contribution in its prac-
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tice of auctioning the Scroll of Fish Eating to the
policy and law readjustments and changes.
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---- Appearing at the China Guardian 2000
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Autumn Auctions together with the scroll of
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Fish Eating was Emperor Song Gaozong (Zhao
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Written in real and scrawling styles, the work
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was also a national treasure that could be en-
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countered but could not be obtained. Song
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Gaozong penmanship was very rare and only
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Northern Song, Yuan and Ming dynasties, mostly
sealed and recorded by history books. By the
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ries of Shanghai Museum. In December 2002 at
tional Treasure Calligraphy and Paintings jointly
sponsored by Shanghai Museum, Imperial Pal-
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handwriting hitherto auctioned.

the Exhibition of Jin, Tang, Song and Yuan Na-
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9 million yuan. Experts evaluated that the scroll

The Calligraphy in Regular & Cursive Script
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jumped until it was transacted at the price of 9.

was eventually enlisted into the collection se-
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yuan. A dozen buyers soon raised their com-
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late Qing Dynasty, it had been scattered among
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sive Script was preserved in the palaces of the
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long scroll of the Calligraphy in Regular & Cur-
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Beijing Imperial Palace Museum. The six-meter
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one passage of postscripts was available in
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ace Museum and Liaoning Museum, the China
Guardian community saw with heartfelt self-pride
and comfort another 71 national treasure exhib-
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its of their possession that stood alongside.
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---- In the spring of 2001, China Guardian suc-
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ceeded in soliciting from the folks a top-notch
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